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This week I analyzed my network and 
came up with questions for people who 
could be potential stakeholders



Chris: Young Adult, First-Time Homeowner, Toronto, 

1) What key features were you looking for while shopping? Location vs Aesthetics?
2) What part of the home buying process did you was most difficult?
3) Would you get a furnished house? Why?
4) What drives you to choose the type furniture/objects? Price, quality, aesthetic?
5) What are the main activities in your life at home? Leisure, Fitness, Creativity, Work?
6) Would you pay more for 

7) If I say the word sustainability, what's the image that comes to your mind?
8) Is sustainability/eco-friendliness a factor when shopping for your house? Furniture?
9) Do you have any examples of sustainable practices in your life?
10) What are your thoughts on climate change? Should you have to modify your life for the sake of humanity? 



Colin: First Time Home Buyer, Young Adult, Toronto, 

1) What key features were you looking for while shopping? Location vs Aesthetics?
2) What part of the home buying process did you was most difficult?
3) Would you get a furnished house? Why?
4) What drives you to choose the type furniture/objects? Price, quality, aesthetic?
5) What are the main activities in your life at home? Leisure, Fitness, Creativity, Work? 

6) If I say the word sustainability, what's the image that comes to your mind?
7) Is sustainability/eco-friendliness a factor when shopping for your house? Furniture?
8) Do you have any examples of sustainable practices in your life?
9) What are your thoughts on climate change? Should you have to modify your life for the sake of humanity? 



Michael: Social Worker in The Government, Works with troubled communities

1) What key features the gov looks for providing shelter? Price, Quality?
2) What part of the process is most difficult to implement affordable housing?
3) Is culture, tradition or art a factor when providing for these troubled communities? 
4) What are the main activities in your life at home such as Leisure, Fitness, Creativity, Work? 

5) If I say the word sustainability, what's the image that comes to your mind?
6) Is sustainability/eco-friendliness a factor when providing houses? Furniture?
7) Could we talk about the systemic issues that are driving the needs for these troubled commnunites? 



Alexander Medow: Real-Estate Mogul, Hotelier, Art Director, Investor

1) What determines the clients satisfaction? What are the methods that you use? 
2) What are the primary factors that determine real estate value other than location? 
3) How involved are you in the sales process? Customers know their needs, or guided tours with persuasion? 
4) Are you using any tools for the presentation of spaces? 
5) Do clients choose homes based on personal preferences or market value? 

6) Is sustainability ever mentioned or is a factor in the home buying process or the industry?
7) How is the Hotel Industry Adapting to the trend of experiences? 
8) Do you see experiences being valued in people personal homes or only for short-rentals? 
9) What gives more value to the experience, its engagement from the users or the credibility of the artist? 
10) What are biggest challenges to create low-cost real estate?
11) What are the biggest challenges in making housing or hotels more sustainable? 



Marco: Real-Estate Broker

1) What determines the clients satisfaction? What are the methods that you use? 
2) What are the primary factors that determine real estate value other than location? 
3) How involved are you in the sales process? Customers know their needs, or guided tours with persuasion? 
4) Are you using any tools for the presentation of spaces? 
5) Do clients choose homes based on personal preferences or market value? 

6) Is sustainability ever mentioned or is a factor in the home buying process or the industry?
7) Do you see experiences being valued in people personal homes or only for short-rentals? 
8) What are biggest challenges to create low-cost real estate?
9) What are the biggest challenges in making housing more sustainable? 



Michael McGrath: President Tucker HiRise

1) What are the primary factors that determine the projects value other than location? 
2) What is the sales process like? Customers know what they want, or guided tours with persuasion? 
3) What kind of tools  or new technology being used for the presentation of spaces? 

4) Is sustainability ever mentioned or is a factor in the home buying process or the industry?
5) How is the Hotel Industry Adapting to the trend of experiences? 
6) Do you see experiences being valued in people personal homes or only for short-rentals? 
7) What gives more value to the experience, its engagement from the users or the credibility of the artist? 
8) What are biggest challenges to create low-cost real estate?
9) What are the biggest challenges in making housing more sustainable? 
10) Is there talk of switching to sustainable materials in the industry? 



Orenda: Retail Space Owner in the Cannabis Industry

1) Besides location what are values you seek when choosing a retail location.
2) Could you briefly outline the sales process? Customers wander, or guided experience?
3) How does your brand express itself in your space? Logos, art?  

4) Is sustainability a factor in the retail processes?
5) How is the retail industry  adapting to the trend of experiences? 
6) What are the biggest challenges in being more sustainable? 



Brandon: Contractor

1) What are the most common needs clients have?
2) Do you wish there was creativity involved or do you prefer a straight forward method? Why?
3) Have you seen any changes in the work place over the years?
4) Is there times where you are not able to fulfill a clients a vision?
5) What are the most non-efficient processes at the workplace? 
6) Is sustainability ever a factor when choosing materials or practices?



Carleton: Contractor

1) What are the most common needs clients have?
2) Do you wish there was creativity involved or do you prefer a straight forward method? Why?
3) Have you seen any changes in the work place over the years?
4) Is there times where you are not able to fulfill a clients a vision?
5) What are the most non-efficient processes at the workplace? 
6) Is sustainability ever a factor when choosing materials or practices?



Amar: Contractor

1) What are the most common needs clients have?
2) Do you wish there was creativity involved or do you prefer a straight forward method? Why?
3) Have you seen any changes in the work place over the years?
4) Is there times where you are not able to fulfill a clients a vision?
5) What are the most non-efficient processes at the workplace? 
6) Is sustainability ever a factor when choosing materials or practices?



Leena: Contractor

1) How do you use design to create experiences in your work?
2) Is experience design present everywhere in the home?
3) Are the limitations of your design tools?
4) How intense are these motifs? Vivid experiences or subtle metaphors?
5) Where do you see the future of interior design going?
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